
Little Sweet 501 

Chapter 501: Is it that hard to say something sweet 

 

Master bedroom upstairs: 

Ye Wanwan finally finished reading all the documents. With so much complicated data and information, 

she would've collapsed if not for her powerful memory. 

At this moment, she heard a deep hoarse voice, "Was it fun to read?" 

Ye Wanwan immediately turned and looked at the man who had just woken up. "What do you think? I 

really have no idea how you read these documents to the point where you neglected sleep and forgot 

about eating! I've only read them for a day and I feel like puking already! Hurry, come over, let me take 

a look at your face to refresh my eyes!" 

Si Ye Han chuckled. His smile was like flower petals drifting out of those deep eyes. 

Seeing his smile, Ye Wanwan was dumbstruck. 

Damn! That should be illegal! 

This is my very first time seeing the great devil smiling so... gently... 

The effect of this eyewash is amazing! 

Ye Wanwan heaved a quiet sigh of relief when she saw his rare smile. "Do you feel more energized 

now?" 

Si Ye Han: "En." 

Ye Wanwan leaned over, planted a kiss on his face and smiled sweetly. "Don't you feel much better 

now? Batteries recharged! Get up and have a bite first; I'll give you a report when you're done." 

After Si Ye Han washed up, Ye Wanwan asked the kitchen to bring some breakfast over and when they 

were done with breakfast, she started helping him deal with some work. 

In the study, Si Ye Han leaned against the sofa silently and Ye Wanwan sat opposite. The fresh scent of 

grass, after a rain, wafted in through the window and entwined with the girl's soothing voice. 

Everything she was reading was extremely troublesome and obscure business affairs mired in minor 

details that caused one to be frustrated, yet he didn't feel stifled at all. Instead, he wished that she 

would continue reading like that... 

In the blink of an eye, a day went by. Si Ye Han rested and worked at the same time and managed to 

deal with all the documents. 

At night, Ye Wanwan sat in front of the dresser after a shower. 

Looking at herself in the mirror, Ye Wanwan was a little doubtful. 



With her abilities, there wasn't much she could accomplish now. At most, she could give a summary 

report and help him send some emails, but he still had to make the final decision. 

Through the mirror, Ye Wanwan shot a glance at Si Ye Han who was sitting on the sofa behind her and 

couldn't help but ask, "That, Si Ye Han, I suddenly realized that... you're still the one who has to use your 

brain power! Is it any help that I merely tidy up the documents and read them to you?" 

Even though Si Ye Han's face was still slightly pale, he was in pretty good spirits. After he heard her 

question, he placed the bowl of medicine down, glanced at the girl then replied plainly, "Logically 

speaking, it's not of much use." 

When Ye Wanwan heard that, her head drooped instantly. "Oh... then didn't I just do something 

worthless?" 

Si Ye Han then replied casually, "I didn't say this has to be logical." 

Ye Wanwan turned around, confused, "Ah? What do you mean?" 

Si Ye Han: "The literal meaning." 

Ye Wanwan: "So what are you trying to say exactly?" I still don't get it! 

Si Ye Han: "Find out yourself." 

Ye Wanwan: "..." 

What the h***, find out myself? 

Ye Wanwan racked her brain and it circled more than ten rounds. 

After a very long time, she finally got it. She looked at the cold and dashing man with a darkened 

expression, "Why can't you just say that because the person reading the documents and accompanying 

you to deal with work is your darling cutie (me) so you feel extremely blessed, entirely free from worries 

and very productive, huh?" 

"Why must you beat around the bush, is it that hard to say something sweet..." Ye Wanwan complained, 

rather displeased. 

Chapter 502: You teach me 

 

It was all thanks to her high perceptiveness that she was able to understand that... 

Si Ye Han looked at the girl's upset little expression and said, "You teach me." 

Ye Wanwan felt speechless and replied, "I think..." 

You're probably unteachable... you have no potential... 

Ye Wanwan obviously didn't dare to speak the truth and said with utter seriousness, "Hm, I think you 

don't have to learn; all you have to do is rely on your looks!" 

When Si Ye Han heard that, he raised his brows - clearly, this wasn't what she intended to say. 



Ye Wanwan hopped over, sat next to Si Ye Han and looked at him with her hand supporting her head. 

"Why don't you teach me instead? Teach me how to deal with all these matters so when I'm good at it, I 

can help share your burden!" 

Hearing this, Si Ye Han's expression became serious. "You want to learn?" 

Ye Wanwan furrowed her brows slightly. Actually, I'm not too sure either... 

Probably sensing Ye Wanwan's hesitation, Si Ye Han looked deep into her eyes. "Let me know when 

you've made up your mind." 

Ye Wanwan replied, "No need, I've already decided." 

She knew what this decision entailed but from the moment she chose to intervene during the trip to 

country B, many things were no longer up to her anymore... 

Ye Wanwan was in a daze when her phone started ringing. It was Jiang Yan Ran. 

When Ye Wanwan saw that it was from Jiang Yan Ran, she suddenly recalled that the summer holiday 

was almost over and time had gone by in a flash. 

As she had been really busy during the summer break, she didn't have much time to keep in touch with 

Jiang Yan Ran and the others. 

Jiang Yan Ran was a very good seedling; although she promised Ye Wanwan she would ask her to be her 

manager if she entered the entertainment industry, after they got along so well, Jiang Yan Ran now felt 

like more than just a future partner to her - she was a friend. 

No matter what her choice was in the future, Ye Wanwan wouldn't force her. 

"It's Jiang Yan Ran calling." 

Ye Wanwan informed Si Ye Han then answered the call, "Hello, Yan Ran?" 

"Wanwan..." 

"I was about to call you myself to ask if you wanted to go to school together in a few days time," Ye 

Wanwan said. 

"Sure! We'll go together then..." 

Ye Wanwan was about to continue speaking but she was very sharp and noticed something off with 

Jiang Yan Ran's voice. "What's the matter? Why do you sound so down?" 

"I..." Jiang Yan Ran hesitated to speak. 

Ye Wanwan knitted her brows when she heard some vague noises and music in Jiang Yan Ran's 

background. "Why's it so noisy on your end? Where are you?" 

Jiang Yan Ran ignored her question. She remained silent for a while before slowly speaking, "Wanwan, I 

might... be breaking up..." 

Ye Wanwan was stunned. "What did you say?" 



Why so suddenly? 

Seeing that Ye Wanwan had a sudden change in expression, Si Ye Han cast a sideways glance at her. 

"Why're you breaking up all of a sudden? What happened with Chu Feng?" Ye Wanwan asked anxiously. 

There was silence at the other end for some time before Jiang Yan Ran's voice was heard: "Lately... 

when he was going out with me... he was seeing another girl at the same time..." 

"What did you say? How is that possible?!" Ye Wanwan was in shock like she just heard the most 

unbelievable thing. 

Even if you gave Chu Feng a hundred guts, he would never dare to do such a thing! 

"Yan Ran, could it be that you were mistaken?" Ye Wanwan hurriedly asked. 

Jiang Yan Ran laughed bitterly. "Mistaken? I noticed something was off with him, but I didn't think much 

about it until one day when I saw him shopping with that girl with my own eyes. I stood outside the shop 

and called him, but he lied and told me he was at home." 

Chapter 503: Walk into it one more time for me to see 

 

This time, Ye Wanwan was speechless. 

If there was nothing fishy going on, why would he lie? 

But she still thought there must be some misunderstanding to this issue . In my past life, Chu Feng was 

so devoted to Jiang Yan Ran; how could he do something like this? 

The music from the other end became more deafening and Ye Wanwan frowned. "Where are you right 

now?" 

"Scarlet Bar..." Jiang Yan Ran sounded a little intoxicated. 

When she heard Jiang Yan Ran was at a bar and realized that she sounded drunk, Ye Wanwan knitted 

her brows. It's too dangerous for Jiang Yan Ran to be alone at a bar in this condition. 

"Got it, I'll be there right away." 

Ye Wanwan hung up after speaking. 

Before she said anything, Si Ye Han's voice traveled into her ears. "Let Xu Yi take you." 

Ye Wanwan nodded and kissed Si Ye Han on the cheek. "I'll go check what's going on; I'll be back very 

soon." 

She wasn't sure when she and Si Ye Han started to chat so naturally, but she was also no longer afraid 

that he would be mad when she saw her friends or talked to them. 

And these changes happened in just a few short months... 

Ye Wanwan rushed downstairs. 



When she was downstairs, she saw Xu Yi speaking to a servant in the living room. 

Ye Wanwan was about to call out to him, but Xu Yi started hiding the second he saw her and rushed 

towards the kitchen instantly. 

Ye Wanwan frowned with a suspicious gaze then called out to him to stop him: "Housekeeper Xu!" 

Xu Yi's back stiffened. He didn't have a choice but to turn around slowly and lower his head, hoping to 

hide the injuries on his face. "Miss Wanwan, how can I help you?" 

"What happened to your face?" Ye Wanwan asked sternly. 

"Nothing, I walked into the door..." Xu Yi replied. 

Ye Wanwan crossed her arms and laughed. "You walked into the door and your face turned like that? 

Why don't you walk into it one more time for me to see?" 

At this moment, half of Xu Yi's face was swollen. He had a bruise around his eye and it was bloodshot; he 

could barely even open it. 

*Cough* "This..." Xu Yi had nothing to say. 

"Was it Liu Ying?" Ye Wanwan asked. 

Xu Yi quickly said, "It's really nothing, Miss Wanwan... by the way, what can I do for you?" 

Xu Yi attempted to change the topic. 

Ye Wanwan's face turned gloomy. "Forget it, get Liu Ying and make him drive me to a place." 

Xu Yi replied instantly, "Where would you like to go? I'll drive you!" 

"How are you going to drive when you're injured like that? Go get him!" There was a hint of fury in Ye 

Wanwan's voice. 

Seeing that Ye Wanwan was angry, Xu Yi didn't have a choice but to get someone to call Liu Ying over 

right away. 

Standing before him was just a petite young lady, yet when she got really angry, she could make him feel 

the chills. 

There was an aura around her that was very similar to Si Ye Han's... 

Very soon, Liu Ying was called over and he was annoyed the second he saw Ye Wanwan. "What's the 

matter?" 

Ye Wanwan cast a sideways glance at him coldly. "Get the car ready and drive me to Scarlet Bar." 

"What?" Hearing Ye Wanwan ordering him around with such a tone, Liu Ying's face turned rigid. 

Before anger could appear on Liu Ying's face, Ye Wanwan already stood up, not allowing any room for 

objections. She glanced at the time on her phone. "I'm in a rush." 

"You..." Liu Ying balled his hands, looked at Xu Yi and finally, gritted his teeth and followed Ye Wanwan. 



Chapter 504: Meeting a guy or a girl 

 

Ye Wanwan leaned against the back seat and rest her eyes while Liu Ying sat in the passenger seat with 

a long face. One of Liu Ying's men, Song Jing, drove the car. 

Song Jing took a glimpse at the back through the rearview mirror then said softly, "Ay, captain, don't be 

angry anymore. BOSS likes her - what can we do?" 

"Shut up!" Liu Ying was obviously in a bad mood. 

He actually had to escort this woman, a total insult to him. 

"Oh..." Song Jing stopped talking. 

The car drove for some time and Song Jing spoke up again as he hated the silence: "Captain, though I 

find goddess Ruo Xi the most qualified to be the mistress of the household, Ye Wanwan isn't as bad as 

you think, right?" 

"Forgetting about appearances, isn't it normal for girls to be a little whiny? This isn't a big deal! Also, for 

the trip to country B, even though the mole gave her the information, she managed to act it out so 

realistically - it's a skill as well! Even our own people were fooled by her!" 

Thankfully Ye Wanwan was there to save him that time; Song Jing still felt quite grateful towards her. 

If she hadn't appeared and revealed Eugene's weaknesses, he would be dead by now. 

Liu Ying sneered and spoke loudly, allowing Ye Wanwan to hear him on purpose: "Tsk, great acting skills. 

Why doesn't she be an actress then?" 

In the backseat, Ye Wanwan thought about Jiang Yan Ran and Chu Feng and ignored Liu Ying's mockery. 

Half an hour later, the car finally stopped at the entrance of Scarlet Bar. 

Ye Wanwan immediately got out of the car and walked briskly into the bar. 

"Why's Miss Ye going to a bar at this hour? Is she meeting a guy or a girl?" Song Jing mumbled as he 

parked the car. 

Liu Ying crossed his arms and acted like he didn't care. 

At the bar, the lights were dazzling and the music was deafening. 

Ye Wanwan squeezed through the crowd and finally found Jiang Yan Ran lying in one of the booths. 

"Yan Ran!" 

Ye Wanwan heaved a sigh of relief when she finally found her. 

Jiang Yan Ran raised her head slowly when she heard the familiar voice and looked at her in a daze. 

The moment she realized who that person was, her eyes turned red and she smiled. "Wanwan, you're 

here..." 



Seeing the girl forcing a smile, Ye Wanwan furrowed her brows and walked up to her. 

Ye Wanwan didn't say a word. She hugged her gently and patted her back. 

The tears Jiang Yan Ran had been holding back came streaming down as her body jerked lightly. 

Currently, Song Jing and Liu Ying were sitting in a nearby booth as well. 

"So it's a woman... no wonder..." Song Jing mumbled. 

When Jiang Yan Ran calmed down a little, Ye Wanwan asked, "What happened?" 

Jiang Yan Ran held her forehead, "It's just as I said..." 

Ye Wanwan: "Are you sure that the woman isn't Chu Feng's relative? Maybe a cousin or something?" 

Jiang Yan Ran shook her head. "I checked, she isn't..." 

"Do you have a picture of that woman?" Ye Wanwan tried to probe further. 

Jiang Yan Ran picked her phone up. "I secretly took one when I saw them that day..." 

She pulled up a picture from her photo album. 

Ye Wanwan quickly took Jiang Yan Ran's phone and saw that there was a shopping center in the 

background. 

A young girl was shopping while Chu Feng was following behind with many shopping bags in his hands... 

Chapter 505: Amputate his "third leg" 

 

From the photo, the two of them really seemed quite intimate. 

However, what caught Ye Wanwan's attention was that she found this woman somewhat familiar. 

Ye Wanwan enlarged the photo to take a closer look and increasingly felt like she had seen this woman 

somewhere, and it seemed quite recent... 

Weird, who could it be? 

Ye Wanwan was deep in thought. "From the photo, this woman looks like she's in her twenties, 

definitely older than Chu Feng. She doesn't look like the type Chu Feng likes, right?" 

"Who knows..." Jiang Yan Ran's face was pale as she mumbled and downed her glass. 

Song Zi Hang already left a deep wound on Jiang Yan Ran. If Chu Feng truly went behind her back... 

Also, I was the one who brought Chu Feng and Jiang Yan Ran together. 

Darn it! 

This Chu Feng - I helped him so much and if he really dared to cheat, I'll amputate his third leg [1]! 

Jiang Yan Ran filled their glasses to the brim. "Have a drink with me?" 



Ye Wanwan frowned. "Yan Ran, stop drinking! We can't jump to a conclusion without figuring out 

exactly what's going on. We'll find a chance to ask him out and talk about it!" 

Jiang Yan Ran closed her eyes. "But... Wanwan... I don't want to... I don't want to talk about it..." 

Ye Wanwan sighed softly. She knew it wasn't that Jiang Yan Ran didn't want to talk about it - it was more 

that she didn't dare. 

"Oh oh oh——" An ear-piercing howl resounded in the bar. 

In the middle of the stage, there was a stripper and her performance was very provocative - not fit to be 

seen. 

Not far off, Song Jing couldn't get his eyes off her. I didn't expect that I would have such benefits just 

from making this trip. 

Liu Ying's face was gloomy. Staring at Ye Wanwan speaking to Jiang Yan Ran, his face turned even 

nastier. 

A girl coming to a place like this at this hour? She's just dirty and corrupted... 

At the messy bar, Ye Wanwan was wearing a white blouse paired with jeans. She looked very out of 

place. 

She was dressed so ordinarily and didn't even have any makeup on, but her clear eyes and attractive 

looks with skin as white as snow was like a huge source of light, attracting tons of attention the moment 

she stepped into the bar. 

At this moment, in the VIP glass booth upstairs: 

"Damn! Young master Chen, a... a premium good just walked in!" Someone stared in a specific direction 

without blinking. 

The wealthy prince holding a drink next to him stepped over. "You're so damn noisy! What premium 

good?" 

"There, over there..." 

The prince looked in the direction of Jiang Yan Ran and wasn't impressed. "Isn't she just a lonely, 

dejected and drunk girl? Haven't you seen a woman before?" 

That girl didn't look too shabby, but he already tried countless beauties in Imperial City so he was sick of 

girls looking like this. 

The lackey next to him exclaimed, "No! Not her! It's the one beside the one in red, that chick in the 

white blouse!" 

"Next to her?" The prince moved his gaze a few inches and saw the woman sitting across the girl in red. 

After he saw the girl clearly, the prince's hand holding the drink paused in midair and his eyes couldn't 

move away... 

Damn! A premium good indeed! 



Didn't expect that I could see such a rare beauty in Scarlet... 

Downstairs, Ye Wanwan was trying to help Jiang Yan Ran up, "Yan Ran, be good and stop drinking. It's 

getting late so let's head back home first. I'll go with you to meet Chu Feng another day, alright..." 

Jiang Yan Ran was completely drunk now, so Ye Wanwan had to use all her strength and finally managed 

to help her up. 

Chapter 506: Not fully qualified 

 

Ye Wanwan carefully helped Jiang Yan Ran up and pushed through the crowd, trying to make their way 

out. 

She was very certain she had seen that girl somewhere before, but she just couldn't recall at this 

moment. I'll think about it when I get back... 

Ye Wanwan supported Jiang Yan Ran while in deep thought and when she passed the bar counter, she 

was suddenly blocked by a few people. 

Ye Wanwan didn't pay them any mind and turned in another direction. 

However, the moment she turned, the other side was blocked as well. 

This repeated a couple of times and Ye Wanwan naturally realized that something was wrong. Are they 

doing this on purpose? 

Ye Wanwan lifted her head and looked at the people blocking her way. 

Standing in front was a smartly-dressed guy in custom-made Armani from head to toe. He looked 

shameless - his tipsy eyes were murky and listless, and he was looking at her with the gaze of a hunter. 

Behind him were a few stocky men in black. Judging from their build and disposition, they didn't look 

like ordinary bodyguards but bodyguards of wealthy families who had undergone stringent training. 

"Tsk tsk, beautiful... truly beautiful..." 

The prince was enchanted. His stare was like a revolting serpent, sticking its tongue out and licking a 

person's skin, making Ye Wanwan feel disgusted. 

The man next to the prince looked vile; his mouth stuck out and he had an ape's chin. He was dressed in 

a black muscle tank and had blonde hair. He rubbed his hands gleefully when he told the prince, "Told 

you! Young master, how could I possibly lie to you, huh?" 

\After the blonde spoke, he looked at Ye Wanwan like a hungry wolf. "Beauty, our young master Chen 

wants to buy you a drink! This way, please!" 

Ye Wanwan scanned these people expressionlessly. "Sorry, I'm not interested." 

Seeing that she actually dared to reject them, the blonde was taken aback. "Do you know who my young 

master is?" 



This was his young master's turf; people who came here never rejected young master Chen unless they 

were blind and didn't know who he was. 

Ye Wanwan's face was still expressionless. "Am I supposed to know?" 

Ye Wanwan's indifferent tone immediately angered the blondie. "My young master is the son of the 

owner of Xin Da International, the boss of this Scarlet Bar!" 

"So?" 

"So don't embarrass yourself here!" 

... 

Not far off, Song Jing noticed something was wrong and he hurriedly said, "Captain, someone's making 

trouble for Miss Ye!" 

"Attracting bees and butterflies!" Liu Ying sneered. 

*cough* "Captain, we better head over quickly - otherwise, things might get out of hand..." Song Jing 

was anxious. 

Liu Ying's eyes shifted slightly and he gave Song Jing side-eye. "Why're you panicking? That woman's so 

capable as the future mistress of the Si household. Do you have to be so anxious about such a small 

issue?" 

Song Jing rubbed his nose, slightly uneasy. He felt like he was in a difficult position. "But... she's still a 

girl... and the one making trouble is that good-for-nothing from the Chen family, Chen Shi Jie. He always 

uses his father's power to tyrannize others; he's a well-known terror who's played so many women... 

getting involved with a person like him, I'm afraid Ye Wanwan... will be at a loss..." 

Liu Ying's eyes were frosty. "So you know that too? Let me tell you, without master or the Si family, this 

woman is nothing. She can be a lover, but she's not qualified to be the mistress of the household." 

Seeing Liu Ying's dark expression, Song Jing kept quiet and didn't dare to talk back. 

From a certain perspective, the captain was right - a woman like Ye Wanwan was really... not fully 

qualified to be the mistress of the household... 

Chapter 507: Grab her 

 

Song Jing was helpless. 

Although that was what he thought, Ye Wanwan was still a defenseless, weak girl which was why she 

brought them along. They couldn't possibly expect her to put on a pair of wings and fly out in a situation 

like this, right? 

Just as Liu Ying and Song Jing observed from the sidelines, Ye Wanwan was surrounded by a group of 

people. 



Others at the bar were used to this situation already and none of them dared to intervene. Instead, they 

all hid far away. 

This was Chen Shi Jie's territory. Obviously, nobody dared to do anything. 

The blonde spat out arrogantly, "Babe, don't make things difficult for yourself. Follow us obediently and 

have some fun with our young master Chen for a couple days! Otherwise..." 

"Ah-Gui, don't be so rough with a beauty!" Chen Shi Jie stared at Ye Wanwan without blinking at all, 

totally entranced by her. 

When his eyes swept past Jiang Yan Ran who was next to Ye Wanwan, he brightened up instantly. He 

didn't think much of her before as they were too far away, but now that he was closer, this girl in red 

was quite attractive too. 

If I can get them both... hehe... 

Today's my lucky day... 

Chen Shi Jie held a glass of whiskey in his hand as he leaned closer clumsily. "This beauty isn't bad either. 

Why don't both of you accompany me, huh? I love threesomes..." 

All the lackeys around them burst out in laughter when they heard that. 

"Hahahahaha..." 

"Young master Chen's going to have so much fun tonight!" 

"Why aren't you thanking young master Chen?! Tonight, both of you sisters have a chance to get on 

young master Chen's bed!" 

Hearing those people's filthy and crude remarks, Ye Wanwan's eyes turned ice-cold and she took a step 

back, protecting Jiang Yan Ran. 

She glanced behind her as she didn't want to get in trouble with these people. 

Liu Ying and Song Jing were nearby. 

In the end, when she turned her head to look for them, she met Liu Ying's mocking gaze and Song Jing 

avoided her gaze on purpose after already having seen her. He looked down, not daring to say a word. 

The two of them clearly knew her situation, yet they remained in place without any intention of helping. 

She didn't have to guess to know that Liu Ying was doing this deliberately. 

When Ye Wanwan saw this, a tinge of coldness appeared on her lips. Tsk, I really underestimated Qin 

Ruo Xi's ability to capture people's hearts. 

"Didn't you hear what young master Chen said? Bring these two this way! Young master Chen would like 

to enjoy himself tonight! Make it quick!" 

"Yes!" 



After they heard the blondie's orders, two big men immediately stepped forward at the same time and 

grabbed Ye Wanwan and Jiang Yan Ran with their big, strong hands. 

After that, Chen Shi Jie slowly strolled to Ye Wanwan... 

Ye Wanwan glared at Chen Shi Jie as he got closer to her. She kicked him in the stomach and elbowed 

him to release Jiang Yan Ran from his grip. 

Chen Shi Jie didn't see this coming at all; he hadn't expected Ye Wanwan actually knew a move or two. 

He rubbed his stomach and his tipsy eyes were overcast. "Wow, that's hot! Not bad! I like that..." 

Seeing as Ye Wanwan wasn't easy to deal with - she even hit Chen Shi Jie - two others appeared in an 

instant. 

Ye Wanwan had to protect Jiang Yan Ran and deal with four men at the same time, and she started to 

feel a little overwhelmed. 

Although she had quick reaction times for various types of martial arts, she hated learning how to fight 

and kill; when her father hired a professional to coach her, she slacked off whenever she could. 

Dealing with ordinary people was fine, but these were obviously highly trained bodyguards equipped 

with proper skills. Each one of them could take down ten men at once, not to mention a woman like her. 

Chapter 508: Force alcohol down her throat 

 

Initially, Ye Wanwan could put up a front, but soon after, she ended up in a disadvantageous position. 

Chen Shi Jie and his group of lackeys just stood there watching and giggling as she resisted. 

After some time, Chen Shi Jie lost his patience and his eyes gradually turned malicious. "Hehe, she has 

quite a temper, huh? Don't want to leave with young master (me), right? Fine! I... will just deal with you 

here!" 

Chen Shi Jie was fearless when he started playing - he had done things like this in public several times 

before and even held a party performing sickening acts on women in front of everyone. He would really 

do it and found great pleasure in it. 

His lackeys started howling like wolves once again after he said that. 

Most of the people in the pub were also watching the commotion and started howling along as if the 

issue wasn't serious enough. In the crowd, there were countless pairs of lecherous eyes and drunk and 

lustful faces filled with desire, eagerly awaiting this visual feast. 

Occasionally, there were some who couldn't stand it, but they didn't dare to say anything. Each person 

hid far away. 

Chen Shi Jie's group of thugs were all highly paid experts; who would dare to stir up trouble with them? 

Chen Shi Jie held his glass elegantly and got the lackey next to him to top up his glass as he sneered, 

"Grab hold of her!" 



Suddenly, the remaining guards around her pounced over like wolves and tigers... 

Jiang Yan Ran, who was drunk and unconscious, was thrown aside by two huge bodyguards while the 

rest grabbed hold of Ye Wanwan. 

Ye Wanwan couldn't move an inch. She glared at them, her eyes increasingly glacial. 

The dreadful iciness in her eyes inexplicably made Chen Shi Jie shiver, but he was quickly overcome by 

his lustful desires as he leaned over to her with an evil smile and ordered his lackey, "Force alcohol 

down her throat! I've seen many women like her who look innocent on the surface! Her true nature will 

be revealed after a few drinks! Lustier than anybody!" 

"Yes!" The blondie immediately ran over, took a bottle of whiskey and started to force the alcohol down 

her throat. 

*cough cough...* Ye Wanwan felt as if her throat was on fire as the hard liquor was forced into her 

mouth. 

"Hahahaha... drink more..." 

Chen Shi Jie kept making Ye Wanwan drink non-stop and very soon, the bottom of the bottle could be 

seen. 

Chen Shi Jie admired her for a long while. Finally with a "crash," Chen Shi Jie flung aside the glass in his 

hand and he walked towards the girl slowly, ready to have a taste of this feast... 

Song Jing couldn't take it anymore after seeing this scene. "Captain, are we really not going to do 

anything?" 

As expected, Liu Ying remained still without any intention of doing anything. 

Obviously, he wouldn't really let anything happen. 

But this woman had to be taught a lesson today. 

When Song Jing saw her up against so many people yet Liu Ying still didn't give the order to do anything, 

he panicked even more. 

This can't go on... 

No matter what, Ye Wanwan is still master's woman and we received orders to protect her - how can we 

ignore our duty? 

If things get really out of hand, I would have to go ahead and intervene by myself... 

After an entire bottle of hard liquor, Ye Wanwan felt like her entire being was in a furnace and her 

whole body started burning; even her soul felt as if it was on fire, gradually turning into ashes... 

The deafening music around her, crazy waves of laughter of the crowd and Chen Shi Jie's lustful face got 

closer... 

The world was spinning around her... 



Ye Wanwan's head felt like it was about to explode. Her body went limp as she laid on the floor and 

curled up due to the agonizing pain... 

Chapter 509: Awakening of power!!! 

 

Probably due to the delayed effects of the hard liquor, Ye Wanwan's mind was in a whirl. She laid on the 

floor and gradually stopped resisting... 

"Hehe, what a fine creature..." 

Her clothes were stained with the pale golden alcohol, infused with the luster of white jade, causing all 

the men to be dazzled. The way she curled up in pain increased Chen Shi Jie's masochistic desires. 

"Beautiful... too beautiful..." Chen Shi Jie reached out, extremely excited. 

However, he obviously had to leave the best for last. 

He would start with an appetizer. 

Chen Shi Jie turned and walked in the direction of Jiang Yan Ran. 

"Oh oh oh——" 

At the same time, the atmosphere in the entire bar reached its climax and everyone was howling wildly. 

Almost all the men were salivating and their eyes were focused in the direction of the two girls. 

One was fresh and delicate while the other was extremely stunning; Chen Shi Jie truly hit the jackpot 

tonight... 

Just as Chen Shi Jie touched Jiang Yan Ran's body, a slender hand suddenly reached out and grabbed 

Chen Shi Jie's wrist. 

"Oh... little chick's awake?" 

Seeing as Ye Wanwan was still resisting, Chen Shi Jie became even more excited and his face contorted 

into a sickly grimace. "Don't worry! It'll be your turn soon..." 

Chen Shi Jie spoke while trying to pull his hand back. 

However, he suddenly realized he couldn't even move his wrist. 

He tried continuously using his strength to break away but to no avail. 

What's happening... 

How is this woman so strong? 

It was as if he was being restrained tightly by an iron claw. 

After many attempts to free himself, Chen Shi Jie's expression changed slightly. 

This woman is really evil... 



"Damn it, what are all of you standing there for? Don't you know how to come over and help me?" Chen 

Shi Jie bellowed at his lackeys, exasperated. 

His lackeys looked at each other with confusion. H elp him with what? 

The girl held onto Chen Shi Jie's hand tightly and he couldn't get her off no matter how he pulled, so 

they all thought they were teasing each other and having some fun. 

"Darn it..." Chen Shi Jie felt the pain on his wrist increasing and he panicked so much that he sweated 

profusely when the girl lying on the floor slowly opened her eyes without any warning—— 

It seemed as if there was an eternal darkness and boundless icefield in her eyes without a hint of human 

emotion. 

It sent chills down his spine... 

"You..." Faced with her eyes, Chen Shi Jie's heart skipped a beat all of a sudden like he was enveloped by 

an overwhelming iciness that covered the skies and ground; his surroundings were all piercingly cold and 

his instincts caused him to widen his eyes. 

In the next second, before Chen Shi Jie could return to his senses, there was a loud "crack." The 

bloodcurdling sound of a bone being fractured resounded. 

"Ah——hand! My hand—— Ah ah ah ah ah——" 

The moment Chen Shi Jie cried out in anguish, his entire body flew out like a broken kite and slammed 

against a liquor cabinet with a thunderous crash. 

The bottles of alcohol behind him fell to the floor, shattering into pieces. 

Following that, Chen Shi Jie, who was buried by the shards of glass, vomited a mouthful of blood and 

fainted right away. He laid on the floor unmoving and nobody knew whether he was dead or alive. 

This scene happened within a few short seconds. 

In the boisterous bar, it was as if someone switched the off button; the crowd was in total silence. 

Everybody stared at the woman lying on the floor and instinctively took a step back like they were 

looking at a freak. 

What... what's going on... 

What just happened... 

Under the horrific gazes of everyone in the room, Ye Wanwan moved her slender and fair wrist lazily 

while still looking elegant and content. Then she stood up slowly... 

Chapter 510: Get her! All of you! 

 

Song Jing already had one foot out and was about to intervene, but in the end, all he saw was Chen Shi 

Jie being flung right before his eyes. 



From his angle, he could clearly see Chen Shi Jie's wrist being twisted at a weird angle by Ye Wanwan; it 

was definitely broken! 

She broke it just like that! 

Not only Song Jing, but Liu Ying's indifferent expression stiffened as well. 

This... what just happened? 

After a moment of dead silence, Chen Shi Jie's lackeys returned to their senses. 

What the h***, how did that woman do that just now? How did a big man like young master Chen get 

beaten up and flung out? 

The blondie didn't have time to think. He ran over anxiously to take a look at Chen Shi Jie's condition. 

"Young master Chen! Young master Chen, wake up..." 

Chen Shi Jie slowly woke up but he was completely stunned and the pain from his chest and wrist made 

him begin wailing once again. "Ah... hand... my hand..." 

The blondie glared evilly in Ye Wanwan's direction and immediately burst into a fit on the spot. "Slut! 

You actually dared to hit young master Chen! You're dead meat! Get her! All of you!" 

Chen Shi Jie yelled as well, "Capture her! I want her life!" 

Seeing his own young master being beaten up by a woman, Chen Shi Jie's bodyguards charged forward 

like devils and monsters towards the petite woman. 

The girl stood in the same spot indifferently and didn't move an inch when she saw the people charging 

towards her; her drunken eyes were loaded with boredom. 

It wasn't until those bodyguards almost reached her that she then turned on her toes subtly. 

Three steps... 

Two steps... 

One step... 

A "bang" reverberated through the air. She used her toe as a pivot, maneuvered 180 degrees and did a 

spinning kick. The bodyguard closest to her didn't even have time to make a move and flew backward 

from the kick. 

"Ah——" Blood spewed out of the man's mouth and he was unconscious in an instant. 

"F***! This... what's with this woman?" 

She didn't even have any energy to resist before. How did she... 

The blondie was taken aback. He took a step back instinctively then stammered, "What are you afraid 

of?! Get her... get her... all of you attack her at the same time!" 

Nobody dared to let their guards down and they attacked like madmen. 



Ye Wanwan gripped one of them and threw him directly at another attacker like she was throwing a 

sandbag then she turned around, as light as a feather, and kicked another man on the right. 

Chen Shi Jie had at least ten bodyguards with him and each of them was highly trained. But in the end, 

they didn't even have the power to fight back and were sent flying one after another. 

The eyes of one of the bald and burly man lit up. He moved swiftly and pounced onto Ye Wanwan from 

behind. 

Seeing that she was completely unaware, the baldy was elated. 

Gotcha! 

Alas, the second the baldy attacked, there was a "swish." It was as if she had eyes at the back of her 

head since her fair and soft fingers moved horizontally in a position of a karate chop. She struck his neck 

abruptly - his most vulnerable spot. 

"Oh oh..." His throat felt as if it was being strangled by a sharp claw. The air in his chest rapidly escaped 

and the baldy's face swelled up into the color of a pig's liver. 

Being on the verge of dying left his eyes filled with fear. 

Eventually, everyone looked at the girl like they were looking at a ghost. 

The girl still looked unconcerned and pleased. It was still the same face and person, yet it was as if she 

completely transformed into another being, spreading a terrifying and barbaric aura all around her. 

 


